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A B S T R A C T

Objective: This study was aimed at identifying the potential subgroups of supportive care needs among Chinese
patients with colorectal cancer (CRC) through latent class analysis (LCA) and clarifying the characteristics of
patients with high needs.
Methods: From January to September 2020, a cross-sectional survey was conducted in the Oncology Department
and Radiotherapy Department of four tertiary grade A hospitals in Suzhou by using the general information
questionnaire and Comprehensive Needs Assessment Tool for patients with cancer. Potential subgroups of sup-
portive care needs were identified through LCA, and the association between the subgroups and statistical var-
iables was analyzed with chi-square tests to clarify the demographic characteristics of the high-need group. This
study was not registered.
Results: A total of 403 patients with CRC were included in the survey. LCA indicated two subgroups of supportive
care needs in patients with CRC: a high-need group (51.86% of patients) and a low-need group (48.14% patients).
In both groups, the probability of healthcare staff and information needs was high (> 50%). Single/divorced/
widowed patients had greater supportive care needs than married patients, and patients with rectal cancer had
greater supportive care needs than those with colon cancer.
Conclusions: Patients’ healthcare staff and information needs are of critical importance. Focus should be placed on
unmarried, patients with rectal cancer, as well as those receiving chemotherapy plus radiotherapy or palliative
treatment.
1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) poses an enormous disease burden and has
become a major public health problem. According to the global cancer
burden data from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, in
2020, the number of new CRC cases was 1.93 million, and the number of
CRC deaths was 0.94 million.1 With the continuing development of
China's economy, diet structures and eating habits have substantially
changed. People in China have shifted toward consuming more high-fat
food (red meat, fried food, pastries, etc.), and more alcohol and tobacco,
thereby increasing CRC incidence and mortality.2–4 According to the
most recent Chinese cancer data, the number of new CRC cases was 0.56
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million, accounting for one-third of the global population with CRC, and
the number of deaths was 0.29 million.1

With advances in diagnosis and treatment technology, the 5-year
survival rate of patients with CRC continues to increase. This rate is
approximately 64% in the United States and >60% in European coun-
tries; in recent years, this rate has increased by more than 10% in China,
to approximately 58% for colon cancer and 57% for rectal cancer.5 CRC is
usually treated by surgery supplemented with radiotherapy and chemo-
therapy. Surgical treatments remove the primary tumor and the affected
lymphatic drainage area and may cause pelvic nerve damage, abnormal
intestinal activity, and changes in sexual function; moreover, radio-
therapy and chemotherapy frequently result in fatigue, pain, diarrhea,
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numbness, alopecia, and other toxic adverse effects.6 Pathophysiological
changes caused by various clinical factors can lead to changes in physical
function, mental state, and social function among CRC survivors.
Meanwhile, in long-term treatment and rehabilitation, survivors have
multiple and critical supportive care needs. Supportive care needs are
defined as various types of help and services required by individuals
coping with the effects experienced during multiple treatment stages,
such as cancer diagnosis, treatment, remission, and deterioration. Their
scope includes “needs beyond surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy,
drugs, and other treatments.”7,8 On the basis of the existing literature, the
primary supportive care needs of patients with cancer can be broadly
categorized into physical, psychological, informational, social, and
practical needs.9

Unmet supportive care needs are closely associated with poor health
condition and can cause psychological distress and decrease patients'
quality of life.10–12 According to the supportive care needs of patients
with cancer, the development and provision of corresponding care plans
will help make better use of limited medical resources and achieve
patient-centered care.13 However, at present, research on supportive care
needs in China has focused on patients with comprehensive types of
cancer, gynecological malignancies, breast cancer, lung cancer, and
esophageal cancer,14–18 whereas patients with CRC have received rela-
tively little attention. In view of the large number of CRC survivors and
the various problems that the patients may experience in the course of
disease, identifying and analyzing the supportive care needs of patients
with CRC is necessary.

In addition, when the Chinese researchers have analyzed the sup-
portive care needs of patients with cancer, they have often studied pa-
tients as a whole, without considering the heterogeneity among
individuals. In fact, even if two individuals in the same group share the
same needs assessment score, they may respond differently to each item,
and these differences may be critical for effective intervention. Latent
class analysis (LCA) is a well-validated statistical technique designed to
identify potential subgroups in a population, on the basis of individual
responses to multiple observed binary variables, and to provide an esti-
mate of the number and proportion of people in each subgroup.19 In
contrast to traditional regression analyses, whose goal is to understand
the relationship of prespecified independent variables to a known
outcome, the LCA model considers whether a subgroup of patients might
be defined by the combination of similar baseline variables and does not
need to consider the outcome.20 LCA has been demonstrated to be an
essential and widely used statistical tool in sociology, education, health
science, and other fields.21

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to identify the potential
subgroups of supportive care needs in Chinese patients with CRC by using
LCA, and to clarify the characteristics of high-need patients, to provide a
basis for the development of nursing measures that meet the needs of
patients with CRC.

2. Methods

We conducted a cross-sectional, anonymous survey. This study was
not registered.

2.1. Sample and setting

Through convenience sampling, four tertiary grade A hospitals in
Suzhou were selected, where patients with CRC were recruited consec-
utively from the oncology department and radiotherapy departments
from January to September of 2020. The inclusion criteria were (1) pa-
tients older than 18 years, (2) patients with a CRC diagnosis, (3) patients
currently receiving treatment, and (4) patients agreeing to participate in
the study. The exclusion criteria were (1) patients unable to communi-
cate properly; (2) patients not knowing their diagnoses; (3) patients with
serious cognitive or psychological difficulties, who were too unwell to
participate; and (4) patients participating in interventions associated
2

with supportive care needs. Before the survey, patients were required to
sign an informed consent form.

The sample sizewas determinedaccording to the numberof items in the
needs assessment scale used in the survey. The sample size has been sug-
gested to be 5–10 times the number of items.22 Given that the Compre-
hensive Needs Assessment Tool in cancer for patients (CNAT) used in the
survey contained 59 items, and assuming a 10% rate of invalid responses,
we estimated that a sample size of 328–656participantswould be required.

2.2. Tools

2.2.1. General information questionnaire
The general information questionnaire was designed after review of a

large body of relevant literature.23–25 The questionnaire included age,
sex, nationality, marital status, education, occupation, religious beliefs,
monthly per capita household income, payment method of medical ex-
penses, CRC family history, knowledge of CRC, cancer types, metastasis,
current treatment, and other diseases.

2.2.2. Comprehensive Needs Assessment Tool in cancer for patients (CNAT)
The CNAT was developed by Korean researchers in 2011.26 This

questionnaire contains 59 items in seven dimensions (physical symptoms,
psychological problems, healthcare staff, information, social/-
religious/spiritual support, hospital facilities and services, and practical
support). Each item is divided into four levels: 0 ¼ no need, 1 ¼ low need,
2 ¼ moderate need, and 3 ¼ high need. Zhao Xinshuang translated it into
Chinese in 2017,27 and the domain scores were calculated by averaging the
score for each domain with subsequent linear transformation to a scale of
0–100, according to the European Organization for Research and Treat-
ment of Cancer scoring guidelines.28 The specific scoring method is the
score of each dimension¼ (actual score of each dimension � 100)/(num-
ber of items � 3). The Cronbach's α coefficient of the total scale was 0.95,
the split-half coefficient was 0.81, and the test-retest reliability was 0.82.
Eight factors were extracted, which explained 70.33% of the total vari-
ance.27 The Chinese version of the CNAT differs from the original version
in that it divides the need dimension of healthcare staff into two sub-
dimensions: physicians and nurses. However, given the content of the
questionnaire and the actual clinical situation, dividing the healthcare staff
needs into needs for physicians and needs for nurses is difficult, because
some items involve both physicians and nurses, such as item 24, “being
involved in the decision-making process in choosing tests or treatment that
I receive,” and item 25, “collaboration and communication among
healthcare staff.” Therefore, this study conducted statistical analyses ac-
cording to the dimensions of the original version of the CNAT.

2.3. Procedures

Seven nursing postgraduates with data collection experience in
nursing research were recruited as research assistants. After being
trained by the principal investigator of this study, they collected data in
the inpatient departments of the study sites. The research assistants
recruited patients with CRC, assessed their eligibility, and explained the
study procedure. After providing informed consent, the participants
completed the questionnaires. Participants’ questions about the items in
the survey were answered by the research assistants. If the participants
had difficulty in reading the written questions, the research assistants
read the questions and options to the participants without making any
implications. After participants submitted the questionnaires, the
research assistants verified the questionnaires and reminded the partic-
ipants to respond to unanswered questions on a voluntary basis.

2.4. Data analysis

Analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics 24 and Mplus 8.3.
Participant characteristics and need scores were presented as descriptive
statistics.



Table 1
The characteristics of patients with CRC participating in the study (n ¼ 403).

Characteristics n (%) Characteristics n (%)

Age, years (x � s) 58.83 �
10.86

Monthly per capita
household income (RMB)

Gender < 1000 32
(7.94)

Male 257
(63.77)

1000–1999 62
(15.38)

Female 146
(36.23)

2000–2999 107
(26.55)

Nationality 3000–4000 98
(24.32)

Han nationality 401
(99.50)

> 4000 104
(25.81)

Others 2 (0.50) Cancer type
Marital status Colon cancer 256

(63.52)
Married 381

(94.54)
Rectal cancer 147

(36.48)
Single/Divorced/
Widowed

22 (5.46) Metastasis

Occupation Yes 328
(81.39)

Farmer/Worker 188
(46.65)

No 50
(12.41)
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LCA was used to identify potential subgroups of supportive care
needs in patients with CRC. To adapt the data to the LCA of the po-
tential subgroups of total needs, if the total score of each dimension
was < 50, it was counted as 0, whereas a score � 50 was counted as 1.
In analysis of the needs in each dimension, an original item score of
0 was counted as 0, whereas a score of 1–3 was counted as 1. After
grouping, the chi-square test was used to analyze the associations be-
tween subgroups and statistical variables. The best LCA model was
selected with the following indicators: log-likelihood, Akaike informa-
tion criterion, Bayesian information criterion, and sample size adjusted
Bayesian information criterion; the smaller the values, the better the
model fit.29 Entropy can also be used to evaluate model classification
accuracy: when the entropy is between 0 and 1, the higher the value,
the higher the accuracy; when the entropy is approximately 0.80, the
accuracy of classification exceeds 90%.30 In addition, model fitting
differences can be assessed with a likelihood ratio test, such as the Lo
Mendel Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio test or bootstrap-based likeli-
hood ratio test. P < 0.05 indicated statistically significant differences,
representing the K-class model is significantly better than the
(k-1)-class model. Previous studies have shown that the best fitting
model corresponds to the lowest Bayesian information criterion and
entropy �0.80.31
Cadre/Teacher 20 (4.96) Unclear 25
(6.20)

Self-employed laborer 34 (8.44) Current treatment
Retired 161

(39.95)
Chemotherapy 378

(93.80)
Religious belief Chemotherapy þ

Radiotherapy
16
(3.97)

Yes 45
(11.17)

Palliative treatment 9 (2.23)

No 358
(88.83)

CRC family history

Education Have 59
(14.64)

�Primary school 71
(17.62)

Not have 344
(85.36)

Junior high school 143
(35.48)

Knowledge of CRC

Senior high school or
technical secondary
school

118
(29.28)

Fully understand 110
(27.30)

Junior college 48
(11.91)

Partially understand 248
(61.54)

� Bachelor 23 (5.71) Do not understand 45
2.5. Ethical approval

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Soochow Uni-
versity (IRB No. SUDA20200225H08). The research request form clearly
stated the study purpose and methods. All participants provided written
informed consent. Furthermore, it stated that participants' addresses
would be obtained only after their consent and that the researchers
should be contacted in the event of psychological distress caused by
participation in the study. Returning of questionnaires was considered to
constitute consent to participate in the study. The collected data were
anonymized to maintain confidentiality.

3. Results

A total of 416 questionnaires were distributed in this study, and 13
participants quit the survey for reasons such as being unavailable at the
time of the survey or physical discomfort. A total of 403 valid ques-
tionnaires were recovered, with an effective recovery rate of 96.9%.
(11.17)
Payment method of medical expenses Other diseases
Self-paid 19 (4.71) Yes 192

(52.36)
Full reimbursement 6 (1.49) No 211

(37.47)
Partial reimbursement 378

(93.80)
3.1. Participant characteristics

The average age of the 403 participants (257 men and 146 women)
was 58.83 � 10.86; 381 were married, 22 were single, divorced, or
widowed; 256 were patients with colon cancer, and 147 were patients
with rectal cancer. Details regarding the socio-demographic and clinical
characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1.
Table 2
The need scores of each dimension in patients with CRC (n ¼ 403).

Need dimension x � s

Physical symptoms 15.78 � 18.69
Psychological problems 18.12 � 24.27
Healthcare staff 71.75 � 31.65
Information 67.07 � 26.54
3.2. Level of supportive care needs

The average score of total needs was 39.56 � 18.58. The average
score of healthcare staff needs was highest, followed by information
needs. The detailed scores are shown in Table 2.
Social/Religious/Spiritual support 26.91 � 26.78
Hospital facilities and services 48.34 � 29.80
Practical support 32.95 � 27.35
Total* 39.56 � 18.58

The scores of each dimension need and total need range from 0 to 100.
3.3. LCA of supportive care needs

A series of models were fitted to ensure the validity of the classifi-
cation hypothesis, and the fitting index values were compared. The
fitting index of the total needs and needs for each dimension is shown in
Table 3. In addition, the probability graph was carefully assessed, and
each subgroup was named as appropriately as possible according to the
characteristics of actual needs in each dimension/item.
3

3.3.1. Total needs
Fig. 1 shows two subgroups regarding total needs: 51.86% of the

patients belonged to the high-need group and 48.14% belonged to the



Table 3
Model fitting indexes for LCA in supporting care needs.

Need dimension/Model LL AIC BIC ABIC ALMR LRT(p) BLRT (p) Entropy

Total needs
1 �1416.71 2847.42 2875.41 2853.20 – – –

2a �1213.10 2456.20 2516.18 2468.59 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.82
3 �1162.50 2371.01 2462.98 2390.00 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.77
4 �1145.12 2352.24 2476.21 2377.84 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.77
5 �1142.16 2362.32 2518.27 2394.52 0.12 1.00 0.79
Physical symptoms needs
1 �2680.25 5384.50 5432.49 5394.41 – – –

2 �2219.35 4488.70 4588.67 4509.35 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.87
3a �2111.15 4298.29 4450.25 4329.68 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.84
4 �2091.37 4284.74 4488.69 4326.86 0.74 < 0.01 0.83
5 �2073.82 4275.63 4531.57 4328.49 0.15 0.03 0.80
Psychological problems needs
1 �2463.80 4947.60 4987.59 4955.86 – – –

2 �1755.46 3552.93 3636.91 3570.27 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.91
3 �1606.53 3277.05 3405.02 3303.48 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.91
4 �1569.98 3225.95 3397.90 3261.46 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.91
5a �1536.71 3181.42 3397.36 3226.01 <0.01 < 0.01 0.93
6 �1513.14 3156.29 3416.22 3209.97 0.01 < 0.01 0.92
Healthcare staff needs
1 �1278.80 2573.60 2605.59 2580.21 – – –

2 �906.86 1847.71 1915.69 1861.75 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.94
3a �856.63 1765.26 1869.23 1786.73 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.86
4 �839.23 1748.46 1888.42 1777.36 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.87
5 �821.33 1730.66 1906.61 1766.99 0.08 < 0.01 0.92
Information needs
1 �1685.90 3391.79 3431.78 3400.05 – – –

2a �1341.74 2725.47 2809.45 2742.81 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.92
3 �1288.68 2641.36 2769.32 2667.78 0.10 < 0.01 0.84
4 �1266.76 2619.52 2791.47 2655.03 0.60 < 0.01 0.74
5 1250.93 2609.87 2825.81 2654.46 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.78
Social/Religious/Spiritual support needs
1 �1165.16 2340.32 2360.32 2344.45 – – –

2 �914.17 1850.34 1894.33 1859.43 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.95
3a �880.62 1795.24 1863.22 1809.28 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.81
4 �866.85 1779.70 1871.68 1798.70 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.82
5 �864.84 1787.68 1903.65 1811.63 0.15 1.00 0.85
Hospital facilities and services needs
1 �1890.98 3797.95 3829.94 3804.56 – – –

2 �1573.48 3180.97 3248.95 3195.00 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.81
3a �1503.26 3058.53 3162.50 3080.00 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.82
4 �1493.24 3056.48 3196.44 3085.38 0.51 0.238 0.80
5 �1486.16 3060.31 3236.27 3096.65 0.66 1.00 0.77
Practical support needs
1 �1486.14 2984.27 3008.27 2989.23 – – –

2a �1238.08 2502.17 2554.15 2512.90 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.84
3 �1216.52 2473.04 2553.01 2489.55 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.71
4 �1201.70 2457.41 2565.38 2479.70 0.49 < 0.01 0.80
5 �1194.90 2457.80 2593.76 2485.88 0.02 0.13 0.82

LL, Log Likelihood; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; ABIC, sample-size Adjusted Bayesian Information Criterion; ALMR LRT, Lo-
Mendell-Rubin Adjusted Likelihood Ratio Test; BLRT, Bootstrapped Likelihood Ratio Test.

a Optimal model.
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low-need group. In the high-need group, the probability of needs for the
dimensions of healthcare staff, information, and hospital facilities and
services exceeded 90%, whereas the probability of needs for the other
four dimensions was lower than 50% but still higher than that of the low-
need group. Chi-square tests indicated that single/divorced/widowed
patients and patients with rectal cancer had relatively higher needs
(Table 4).

3.3.2. Needs in the dimension of “physical symptoms”
Three subgroups were identified in this dimension: high-, moderate-,

and low-need groups included 14.14%, 36.48%, and 49.38% of patients,
respectively. In the high-need group, except for “changes in sexual life,”
the probability of other needs exceeded 55%, in which the need proba-
bility for five items exceeded 90%. In the moderate-need group, the
probability of most needs was in the range of 30%–60%, and only that of
“fatigue” exceeded 75%. The probability of all needs in the low-need
4

group was less than 20% (Fig. 1). Chi-square tests indicated that other
diseases, metastasis, and current treatment had significant effects on the
needs in the dimension of “physical symptoms” (Table 4).

3.3.3. Needs in the dimension of “psychological problems”
The “psychological problems” dimension comprised five needs: high-,

moderate-, mixed-to-moderate, mixed-to-low, and low-need groups, with
18.86%, 17.62%, 9.18%, 10.42%, and 43.92% of patients, respectively.
The probability of all needs in the high-need group exceeded 75%. In the
moderate-need group, the need probability of four items was high (>
65%), whereas that of other needs was in the range of 10–45%. In the
mixed-to-moderate need group, the need probability of “fear of recur-
rence” and “worries about treatment sequelae” was less than 20%, and
those of the other eight needs were between 20% and 65%. The mixed-
to-low need group had relatively high need probability in only four items
(25–80%), whereas those of other needs were in the range of 0–20%. The



Fig. 1. Probabilities of each need dimension/needs for each latent class: a: Needs dimension; b: Physical symptoms; c: Psychological problems.
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probability of all needs in the low-need group was less than 10% (Fig. 1).
Chi-square tests indicated that current treatment had a significant in-
fluence on needs in the “psychological problems” dimension in patients
with CRC (Table 4).
5

3.3.4. Needs in the dimension of “healthcare staff”
The dimension of healthcare staff contained three subgroups: high -,

moderate-, and low-need groups, which included 77.42%, 13.65%,
and 8.93% of patients, respectively. The probability of all needs in the



Table 4
Chi-square test for latent subgroups and statistical variables of supportive care needs (n ¼ 403).

Statistical variables High need group,
n (%)

Medium need group,
n (%)

Mixed transition medium needs
group, n (%)

Mixed transition low need
group, n (%)

Low need group, n
(%)

P

Total needs
Marital status
Married 193 (50.66) – – – 188 (49.34) 0.04
Single/Divorced/
Widowed

16 (72.73) – – – 6 (27.27)

Cancer type
Colon cancer 119 (46.48) – – – 137 (53.52) <

0.01Rectal cancer 90 (61.22) – – – 57 (38.78)
Physical symptoms need
Other diseases
Have 36 (18.75) 73 (38.02) – – 83 (43.23) 0.01
Not have 21 (9.95) 74 (35.07) – – 116 (54.98)

Metastasis
Yes 54 (16.46) 123 (37.50) – – 151 (46.04) 0.02
No 1 (2.00) 17 (34.00) – – 32 (64.00)
Unclear 2 (8.00) 7 (28.00) – – 16 (64.00)

Current treatment
Chemotherapy 48 (12.70) 137 (36.24) – – 193 (51.06) <

0.01Chemotherapy þ
Radiotherapy

4 (25.00) 8 (50.00) – – 4 (25.00)

Palliative treatment 5 (55.56) 2 (22.22) – – 2 (22.22)
Psychological problems need
Current treatment
Chemotherapy 66 (17.46) 65 (17.20) 33 (8.73) 40 (10.58) 174 (46.03) <

0.01Chemotherapy þ
Radiotherapy

5 (31.25) 5 (31.25) 1 (6.25) 2 (12.50) 3 (18.75)

Palliative treatment 5 (55.56) 1 (11.11) 3 (33.33) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
Social/religious/spiritual support needs
Gender
Male 66 (25.68) 39 (15.18) – – 152 (59.14) 0.02
Female 54 (36.99) 27 (18.49) – – 65 (44.52)

Marital status
Married 106 (27.82) 64 (16.80) – – 211 (55.38) <

0.01Single/Divorced/
Widowed

14 (63.64) 2 (9.09) – – 6 (27.27)

Hospital facilities and services needs
Cancer type
Colon cancer 92 (35.94) 127 (49.61) – – 37 (14.45) 0.03
Rectal cancer 71 (48.30) 64 (43.54) – – 12 (8.16)

Metastatic
Yes 144 (43.90) 147 (44.82) – – 37 (11.28) 0.03
No 10 (20.00) 31 (62.00) – – 9 (18.00)
Unclear 9 (36.00) 13 (52.00) – – 3 (12.00)

Current treatment
Chemotherapy 146 (38.62) 186 (49.21) – – 46 (12.17) 0.02
Chemotherapy þ
Radiotherapy

10 (62.50) 3 (18.75) – – 3 (18.75)

Palliative treatment 7 (77.78) 2 (22.22) – – 0 (0.00)
Practical support needs
Marital status
Married 117 (30.71) – – – 264 (69.29) 0.02
Single/Divorced/
Widowed

12 (54.55) – – – 10 (45.45)

Cancer type
Colon cancer 72 (28.13) – – – 184 (71.88) 0.03
Rectal cancer 57 (38.78) – – – 90 (61.22)

Current treatment
Chemotherapy 115 (30.42) – – – 263 (69.58) 0.02
Chemotherapy þ
Radiotherapy

10 (62.50) – – – 6 (37.50)

Palliative treatment 4 (44.44) – – – 5 (55.56)
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high-need group exceeded 90%. In the moderate-need group, the prob-
ability of all needs was between 40% and 95%; and in the low-need
group, the probability of all needs was less than 30% (Fig. 2). Chi-
square tests did not indicate statistically significant indicators. Thus,
the results are not presented.

3.3.5. Needs in the dimension of “information”
Needs in the “information” dimension included two subgroups: high-

need and low-need groups, accounting for 80.40% and 19.60% of pa-
tients, respectively. In the high-need group, the need probability of
6

“complementary and alternative medicine,” and “hospice service” was
lower than 90%, and that of other needs exceeded 90%; the probability of
all needs in the low-need group was lower than that in the high-need
group, ranging from 10% to 70% (Fig. 2). Chi-square tests did not
reveal statistically significant indicators, and thus the results are not
shown.

3.3.6. Needs in the dimension of “social/religious/spiritual support”
The “social/religious/spiritual support” dimension contained three

subgroups: high -, moderate-, and low-need groups, accounting for



Fig. 2. Probabilities of needs for each latent class: d Healthcare staff; e Information.
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29.78%, 16.38%, and 53.85% of patients, respectively. In the high-need
group, the need probability of four items exceeded 80%. In the moderate-
need group, the need probability of “help and support from people close
to me” and “find the meaning of my situation and accept it” was 100%
and 62.50%, respectively, whereas that of other needs was less than 20%.
In the low-need group, the need probability of four items was less than
10% (Fig. 3). Chi-square tests indicated that female and single/divorced/
7

widowed patients had comparatively higher social/religious/spiritual
support needs (Table 4).

3.3.7. Needs in the dimension of “hospital facilities and services”
Needs in the “hospital facilities and services” dimension included

three subgroups: high -, moderate-, and low-need groups, accounting for
40.45%, 47.40%, and 12.16% of patients, respectively. In the high-need



Fig. 3. Probabilities of needs for each latent class: f: Social/Religious/Spiritual support; g: Hospital facilities and services; h: Practical support.
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group, the probability of all other needs exceeded 80% except for
“counseling and support for my return to work or reemployment”
(59.70%). The moderate-need group had a high need probability for
three items (> 75%), whereas those of other needs were between 10%
8

and 60%. The probability of all needs in the low-need group was less than
30% (Fig. 3). Chi-square tests indicated that cancer type, metastasis, and
current treatment significantly affected the needs in the “hospital facil-
ities and services” dimension (Table 4).
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3.3.8. Needs in the dimension of “practical support”
Needs in the “practical support” dimension included two subgroups:

high-need and low-need groups, accounting for 32.01% and 67.99% of
patients, respectively. In the high-need group, the need probability for
“lodging services near the hospital I was treated in” and “someone to help
me with housekeeping and/or child care” was 57.50% and 65.80%,
whereas that of other needs exceeded 80%. In the low-need group, except
for “help with my economic burden caused by cancer” (63.30%), the
probability of other needs was less than 45% (Fig. 3). Chi-square tests
indicated significant differences in practical support needs among pa-
tients with CRC with different marital statuses, cancer type, and current
treatment (Table 4).

4. Discussion

4.1. More than half of Chinese patients with colorectal cancer have high
supportive care needs

This study used LCA for statistical analysis, and the results revealed
two potential subgroups of supportive care needs in Chinese patients
with CRC: 51.86% of patients were in the high-need group, and 48.14%
of patients were in the low-need group. A cross-cultural LCA study
(involving Japan, Canada, and the United States) on patients with cancer
has indicated that the supportive care needs in these three countries can
be classified into two subgroups: the Japanese sample was most likely to
be classified in the “high-need” group (51%, as compared with 44% in
the Canadian sample and 30% in the U.S. sample).32 Possibly because of
minor differences in culture or lifestyles may exist between China and
Japan, the identified need subgroups were similar, with more than 50%
of patients with high needs.

4.2. More needs in the dimensions of “healthcare staff” and “information”

On the basis of the conditional probabilities for the two subgroups
regarding supportive care total needs across the seven dimensions
(Fig. 1), the “high-need” group exhibited the highest conditional prob-
ability for information (97.70%) and healthcare staff (92.80%). In the
“low-need” group, the conditional probabilities for healthcare staff
(52.90%) and information (51.70%) were also higher than those for
other dimensions. This result suggests that Chinese patients with CRC
have a high demand for these two dimensions, in agreement with the
results of a Japanese study also indicating that patients’ information
needs were high.32 Furthermore, LCA was used to identify potential
subgroups of information needs and healthcare staff needs separately. A
large proportion of patients belonged to the high-need group in these two
dimensions (77.42% for healthcare staff and 80.40% for information).
However, no statistically significant features were identified in the
chi-square test results for either dimension, probably because patients
with CRC had high needs in both dimensions, regardless of their char-
acteristics. More studies with larger sample sizes are needed to validate
this aspect. Nonetheless, the results indicated that for Chinese patients
with CRC, the needs for information and healthcare staff should be a
focus, and continuing improvement in professional competence of
healthcare staff, and provision of relevant information should also be
priorities.

Notably, the conditional probability for psychological problems in
both the “high-need” group and “low-need” group (21.30% and 2.20%,
respectively) was lower than those reported for other countries.32 Several
reasons may explain this difference. First, in Jennifer's study,32 the study
population included mixed cancer types, whereas our study focused on
patients with CRC. However, whether the psychological needs of patients
are dependent on cancer type must be confirmed in further studies. In
addition, the different research tools used between studies may also
explain the difference in psychological needs: psychological items
accounted for the largest portion of the total variance in the tool used in
Jennifer's study33 but not in our tool,26 thus potentially explaining why
9

the results from other countries were more sensitive to psychological
problems. Moreover, in accordance with traditional Chinese culture,
many Chinese patients may be reserved and reluctant to reveal their true
internal feelings to researchers, but more inclined to express their needs
for external support, such as healthcare staff and information. This aspect
may also explain why the supportive care needs of Chinese patients with
CRC are high in terms of healthcare staff and information. However,
when assessing and meeting these needs, healthcare staff should not
underestimate the psychological needs of patients.34 Establishing a
trusting relationship with patients, encouraging them to express them-
selves, and providing proper psychological counseling are particularly
important.

4.3. Higher supportive care needs in patients who are unmarried, with
rectal cancer, receiving chemotherapy plus radiotherapy or palliative
treatment

On the basis of the results of the LCA for each dimension individually,
the people in the “high-need” groups all appeared to have similar char-
acteristics. The findings of this study indicated that single/divorced/
widowed participants had higher total needs as well as higher needs in
certain need dimensions, including social/religious/spiritual support
needs and practical support needs. A survey on patients with acute leu-
kemia has also shown similar results, indicating higher psychological
needs and supportive care needs in unmarried patients than married
patients.35 Single/divorced/widowed patients are more likely to lack a
close person to share the treatment burden, provide emotional support,
and share their concerns about deterioration due to illness.35,36

Our research showed that compared with patients with colon cancer,
patients with rectal cancer had higher total needs as well as higher
hospital facility and service needs, and practical support needs. Similarly,
Wang's study has suggested that “information,” “physical and daily
living,” and “sexuality and stoma” needs among patients with rectal
cancer, particularly those without anal sphincter preservation, are
significantly higher than those of patients with colon cancer.37 Patients
with rectal cancer are more physically and mentally burdened than pa-
tients with colon cancer, thus affecting their daily lives and posing dif-
ficulties in stoma care. These aspects might explain the relatively greater
support needed by these patients.38,39

In this study, we observed statistically significant differences in the
levels of physical symptom needs, psychological problems needs, social/
religious/spiritual support needs, hospital facility and service needs, and
practical support needs among patients undergoing different current
treatments. Patients who underwent chemotherapy plus radiotherapy
had greater needs in the “practical support needs” dimension, and those
receiving palliative treatment had higher needs in the other three di-
mensions. Yang has also found that compared with patients receiving
single treatment, patients receiving multiple treatments have greater
needs.40 Because patients receiving multiple anticancer treatments and
palliative care are likely to have more severe symptoms and poorer
emotional status,41 attention should be paid to the needs of these pa-
tients. In summary, the above three characteristics of the “high-need”
groups together indicate that greater attention should be paid to un-
married patients, those with rectal cancer, and those receiving chemo-
therapy plus radiotherapy or palliative treatment.

4.4. Limitations

This study has several limitations. First, it was not a cross-regional
survey, and it was conducted in four hospitals in the same city. Second,
the distribution of samples was relatively unbalanced in terms of na-
tionality, marital status, religious beliefs, and so on, and multivariate
analysis was not conducted to control the influence of confounding fac-
tors. Finally, this study had a cross-sectional design, in which the dy-
namic variability of supportive care needs was not considered. Cross-
regional longitudinal surveys with larger sample sizes remain necessary
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to further analyze the potential subgroups of supportive care needs in
Chinese patients with CRC and identify the characteristics of high-need
patients, to provide a basis for formulating effective scientific in-
terventions in the future.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, a considerable proportion of patients with CRC have a
high level of supportive care needs in China. Although needs in the di-
mensions of “healthcare staff” and “information” should be prioritized,
the psychological needs of patients with CRC should not be ignored.
Focus should be placed on unmarried patients, patients with rectal can-
cer, and patients receiving chemotherapy plus radiotherapy or palliative
treatment.
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